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and the output is quite long Could you please explain how to modify the grep command to only report vistitle25fullcrackinternet and the strings in the quotes? A: Try this: grep -Eo "(?=\W*vistitle25fullcrackinternet\W*)(?=\W*[a-zA-
Z0-9_\-\.]{2,15})" file.txt Explanation: (?=\W*vistitle25fullcrackinternet\W*) - As soon as there is a non-word character \W (which is Any Word Character) followed by the string vistitle25fullcrackinternet followed by a non-word character, we

have a match. (?=\W*[a-zA-Z0-9_\-\.]{2,15}) - As soon as there is a non-word character \W followed by 2 to 15 (I assume 2 or 3 will suffice) alphanumeric characters, followed by another non-word character. Note: This is assuming your file.txt
contains lines with vistitle25fullcrackinternet at the start of the line. If the lines are in mixed order, you might need something like this: grep -Eo "(?=\W*[^\W]*(vistitle25fullcrackinternet[^\W]*))" file.txt A single crystal of a superconductor

attracts attention in view of an application to a magnetic material or an electric material. Since a single crystal of superconductors is homogeneous, the single crystal is expected to be applied to an electric apparatus such as a
superconducting electric device, a superconducting magnet, a high-speed switching device, a superconducting magnet device, or a superconducting electric conductor. As an example of a method for producing a single crystal of a

superconductor, a liquid encapsulation method is known (for example, see Patent Document 1). In the liquid encapsulation method, a dopant, a solvent, a growth promoter, and a metallic salt as a source of a superconductor are heated to
melt under reduced pressure to use a droplet as a seed to grow a single crystal. The temperature of the single crystal is kept to perform a desired reaction such as homogenization to adjust a composition of
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By the way this problem also happens when some
other languages are used but it's so so much worse
because there are many words that start with some
most common character on keyboard and then for
example you search for "aÇ bÇ". I know I could use
another software for searching but it would be so
much easier if some other software could just use
those languages too... I want to use some other

software instead of that to do that. A: I solved this
problem. I hope this answer helps others who have

the same problem and use the same software
(AutoHotKey). All I did was the following: change the

keyboard language I wanted (via "Tools -> Options ->
Language"). I did this because when I type something

into the autocripts there were a lot of illegal keys
being generated by autohotkey. save the script and
created a new script. In the new script write in the
%windir%\System32\ notepad.exe a dictionary file.

change the language in the script to that of the
keyboard. go back and create a new script. in the

new script put the word you want to search from your
dictionary file in the hotkey. Save the script and

restore it back. reload the script. After doing this the
script always works with the input language I needed.

I even tried taking the dictionary from a different
program but it didn't worked. I hope this solution
works for others too. What is the remainder when
7065 is divided by 55? 45 Calculate the remainder

when 882 is divided by 84. 42 What is the remainder
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when 533 is divided by 231? 71 Calculate the
remainder when 2702 is divided by 45. 17 What is

the remainder when 311 is divided by 16? 13
Calculate the remainder when 277 is divided by 6. 1
What is the remainder when 439 is divided by 80? 39
Calculate the remainder when 1047 is divided by 29.
21 What is the remainder when 1652 is divided by

49? 48 Calculate the remainder when 1508 is divided
by 135. 38 Calculate the remainder when 10 is

divided by 3. 1 Calculate the remainder when 908 is
divided by 102. 26 Calculate the remainder when 556

is divided by 9. 7
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